
Briefing note on the Nationality and Borders Bill 
 
Purpose:  
The purpose of this briefing note is to support the Peer’s contribution to a debate on the Nationality 
and Borders Bill.  

Summary:  
The Nationality and Borders Bill allows the UK government to strip dual citizens of their British 
citizenship without warning and without notice1, introduces the primary use of ‘basic full-board’ 
accommodation centres2 and makes it a criminal offence to arrive in the United Kingdom without 
permission, altering the maximum sentence from 6 months to four years3, among other changes.    

- Overall, the Bill risks alienating minority communities and disproportionately affects millions of 
Black, Asian and minority ethnic citizens as well as disadvantaged women and girls4,5. Six 
million people, including half of British Asians and 39% of Black Britons, could be eligible to 
have their British citizenship removed without warning6, potentially leading to deportation7. 

- The Bill focus on punishing asylum-seekers themselves rather than tackling the safety of a 
refugees journey or how it can be facilitated8. Public opposition to the Bill is fierce9. It has 
perceived significant rebuttal from Scotland and Wales10, with both devolved administrations 
urging the UK to reconsider its “hostile environment strategy” and instead to focus on 
developing “sufficient safe and legal routes” for asylum seekers11.  

- The Bill is based on the unworkable “first safe country” concept, that would undermine global 
cooperation12. 73% of the 34.4 million refugees and asylum-seekers worldwide are already 
hosted in countries neighbouring their countries of origin13 and out of 42 European countries, 
the UK is 21st in the number of refugees and asylum-seekers per population14.  

- The Bill directly conflicts with the Refugee Convention15 and the Human Rights Convention16 
and is incompatible with Home Office policy, UK case law, international standards on refugee 
protection and human rights.  

 
Overall, this Bill criminalises seeking asylum17, through racist, xenophobic18 practices and state-
sanctioned murder19. The degrading treatment stemming from the passing of this Bill will lead to 
refugees adverse mental and physical health, social and economic marginalisation, and exploitation20. 
 
Evidence Summaries: 
Powers of the Secretary of State relating to citizenship etc 
Notice of decision to deprive a person of citizenship (Clause 9). Since 2016 the UK government 
has reserved the right to strip dual nationals of their British citizenship in circumstances “deemed to 
be conducive to the public good”21. The British Nationality Act 1981 requires the secretary of state to 
give a person written notice of a decision to deprive them of their British citizenship before a 
deprivation order can be made22. Under the provisions in this Clause individuals could be stripped of 
their British citizenship without warning and without notice, particularly in circumstances where 
someone is in a war zone, or informing them would reveal sensitive intelligence sources23. 

• This Clause disproportionately affects millions of Black, Asian and minority ethnic citizens24. Six 
million people, including half of British Asians and 39% of Black Britons, could be eligible to have 
their British citizenship removed without warning25 potentially leading to deportation26.  

• The Clause is inconsistent with international human rights obligations27. Despite rebuttal from the 
Government28 charities maintain that citizens can in effect be made stateless without notice 
because most cases will take place where the individual is overseas. Without notification, they will 
have no idea they have been removed29. Globally, no other county can make its citizens 
stateless30.  

• The Government suggests that the provisions in this clause will only be used for the very worst, 
very rare case but the bill is framed widely and can affect many31. In its current form, it can be 
used beyond the national-security emergency scenario. Powers are based solely on the discretion 
of the home secretary32. 

 
Treatment of refugees; support for asylum-seekers 
Differential treatment of refugees (Clause 11): enables the Home Office to offer different levels of 
protection to refugees based on how they travelled to the UK and when they claimed asylum33. This 
clause creates a second-tier category of British citizenship34, with no access to public funds35,36, limited 



family reunion rights, and no automatic right to settle for those arriving outside of the Government-
administered resettlement scheme. 

• This directly conflicts with the Refugee Convention, which states that the status of an asylum claim 
should not be dependent on the mode of entry into a country37 and has no basis in international 
law38. The UK is a party to the Refugee Convention, and so has binding legal obligations towards 
all refugees under its jurisdiction. This must be reflected within domestic law. The limits on family 
reunion rights also conflict with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe39 Resolution 
2243 (2018) on Family reunification of refugees in the Council of Europe member States40. 

• The two-tier system impedes refugees integration and naturalisation and stigmatises them as 
unworthy and unwelcome41. This degrading treatment will lead to adverse mental and physical 
health, social and economic marginalisation, and exploitation42.  

Accommodation for asylum-seekers etc (Clause 12): introduces ‘basic full-board’ hostel-type 
accommodation centres43 where certain groups of people seeking asylum will live. Under this Clause, 
the Home Secretary will have the power to impose restrictions on movement so they cannot leave the 
centre at certain times of day44 and extend the current maximum length of stay of six months to any 
length of time chosen. The format of this accommodation is inappropriate for those that are vulnerable 
because of the damming impact on the mental and physical health of those made to stay in such 
accommodation45,46. Shared accommodation also creates additional difficulties for refugees 
communication with legal support. 

 
Inadmissibility 
Asylum claims by persons with connection to safe third State: inadmissibility (Clause 15) 
declares asylum claims inadmissible if someone has passed through a or has a connection to, a safe 
third State, that the refugee could have claimed asylum in. This is aimed particularly at those who travel 
across Europe and attempt to cross the English Channel. Since 2014 166 people have been recorded 
as either dead or missing after trying to cross the English Channel47. This is a problem that needs 
addressing, however the Bill focus on punishing the asylum-seekers themselves rather than tackling 
the safety of a refugees journey or outlining how it can be facilitated48. 

• The “first safe country” concept is unworkable and would undermine global cooperation49. 50 Of 
the 34.4 million refugees and asylum-seekers worldwide 73% are already hosted in countries 
neighbouring their countries of origin51. 86% of these are hosted in developing countries. These 
countries often become overwhelmed and refugee movement ensues and so the concept of 
seeking refuge in the first safe country is not practical or workable52. Most European countries 
host more refugees and asylum-seekers per population than the UK does53. Out of 42 European 
countries, the UK is 21st in the number of refugees and asylum-seekers per population54,  

• The UK has a lack of safe and legal routes and refuses to commit to resettling a specific number 
of refugees each year via resettlement schemes55. On average 5,000 refugees have been 
resettled to the UK each year however this is likely to be closer to 3,000 for 2021-22. Specific 
aspects of the Bill, for instance, the limiting of rights to refugee family reunion further reduce the 
safe and legal routes for women and children who want to join loved ones in the UK.  

 
Appeals  
Accelerated detained appeals (Clause 26) will reintroduce a ‘fast-track’ asylum appeals process for 
people in detention. A similar previous process has been ruled unlawful and abolished by the 
government. Such a process would be operated in breach of the European Convention on Human 
Rights as far as women subject to it are concerned56.  
 
Interpretation of Refugee Convention 
Article 1(A)(2): persecution (Clause 31) introduces a heightened test for establishing whether a 
person seeking asylum has a well-founded fear of persecution and requires protection in the UK. 
Article 1(A)(2): reasons for persecution (Clause 32) changes how ‘particular social group’ is 
interpreted within the Refugee Convention. Gender is not listed as a reason for persecution in the 
definition. Many survivors of gender-based violence rely on the ‘particular social group’ ground in their 
asylum claims, which campaigners say could mean that more women are wrongly refused asylum57.  
 
Immigration offences and penalties 
Illegal entry and similar offences (Clause 39) criminalises people for arriving in the UK to claim 
asylum without some form of permission to enter the country. Criminalising people for coming to the UK 
to seek safety won’t prevent people from doing so. It will make journeys more dangerous and punish 
people for actions they had no choice in taking.58 
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